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All forecasts were built using data from a variety of sources.
A baseline of accurate and comprehensive historic data
is collected from respondents and publicly-available
information, including from regulators, trade associations,
research partners, newspapers and government agencies.
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N

igeria is mired in a crisis where high inflation, sluggish
economic growth and high unemployment have
firmly anchored its economy in stagflationary territory.
Despite historically high oil prices and a favourable price
environment for commodities, debt is rising, public fiscal health is
stretched and the country is recovering from its second recession in a
half-decade. A critical part of driving economic recovery is decoupling
government income from oil receipts - which account for 75-85%
of earnings in a typical year. The current administration has rightly
determined that increasing tax receipts is a path forward to a more
sustainable fiscal future and has encouraged the country’s 36 states to
follow suit.

A critical part of
driving economic
recovery is
decoupling
government
income from oil
receipts - which
account for 75-85%
of earnings in a
typical year.

State governments in Nigeria, over the past decade, have been dealing
with the perennial problem of financial solvency, as most of the states
overwhelmingly depend on federal allocations that come majorly from
oil revenues for their sustenance. For the full year, 2020, only two of the
36 states are able to generate internal revenues that surpassed their
federal allocations.
This means that when these oil revenues fall, it puts them in precarious
situations, leaving them unable to meet their basic obligations such
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states IGR and FAAC in USD from 2017-2020
In 2017, only Lagos, Ogun and Osun generated more in IGR, than they collected in federal
allocations. By 2018, Osun had fallen off this list. 2019 saw a huge positive change as Lagos,
Rivers, Ogun and Delta all generated more in internal revenue than they were fed by Abuja. By
2020 however, we were back to just Lagos and Ogun generating more in internal revenue than
they received from Abuja. This state of affairs indicates that almost all of Nigeria’s federating
units are not fiscally healthy.
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FAAC ($ 2018)
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as paying salaries, wages and pensions not
to mention providing social services and
infrastructure. This scenario has taken place
twice in the last five years, requiring the
Federal Government to bail out the states in
2017 and 2021.
This has increased the urgency of states
to increase their internally generated
revenue in order to reduce their exposure
to volatile and unreliable federal allocations.
Indeed, states have intensified their efforts
to increase revenues by introducing new
taxes and levies on companies within their
domains. However, due to a limited number
of taxable businesses in the states, many
state governments end up focusing their
efforts on the same businesses that are
already paying their fair share of taxes. In
the end, this has the unintended effect of
creating a harsh business environment for
all and in some cases, forcing businesses
to close due to overtaxation and/ or
harassment.
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One industry which seems to suffer
disproportionately from this overtaxation is the
telecommunications industry. This is not surprising
considering the astronomical growth that Nigeria’s
telecommunications industry has undergone in
the last 20 years. Although the deregulation started
in 1992 with the establishment of the Nigerian
Communications Commission to regulate the sector
which then issued the first licences for Private
Telephony Operators to roll out fixed wireless
telephony lines and analogue phones, it was 2001
that formed the watershed moment for the sector
with the issuance of three GSM licences to MTN,
ECONET and NITEL. This was followed by two more
licences to Globacom and Etisalat in 2003 and 2009
respectively.
Telephone users grew from 400,000 lines in 2000
to 205 million lines by 20001, increasing Nigeria’s
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teledensity from 0.38 percent to 107.53 percent in
the same time period2. It has also led to an internet
penetration rate of 51.02 percent with 109.2 million
users3.
Our review reveals that there are over 40 different
taxes and levies meted out upon the Mobile Network
Operators (MNOs) carrying out telecoms services in
Nigeria.
At the federal level, telecommunications companies
are expected to pay taxes such as Companies Income
Tax, the Capital Gains Tax, Withholding Taxes, Stamp
Duty, National Industrial Training Fund (NITF),
Employees Compensation Scheme, The Tertiary
Education Trust Fund (TETFUND), National Housing
Fund contributions, Contributory Pension Schemes,
and Customs Duties. These taxes are applicable to all
incorporated companies in Nigeria.

Nigeria - Mobile Cellular Subscriptions - 2022 Data 2023 Forecast 1960-2020 Historical | Trading Economics
Adepetun, A. (2022) Telecom sector’s challenges cut-off five million users from networks in 2021 | The Guardian Nigeria News
Digital 2022: Nigeria — DataReportal – Global Digital Insights
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Taxes in states
Generally, the following are collected by state governments:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Development Levy (Individuals Only) not more than N100
per annum on all taxable individuals
Personal Income Tax in respect of individuals resident in the • Naming of street registration fees in the State Capital
State
• Right of Occupancy fees on lands owned by the State
Withholding Tax (Individuals Only)
Government in urban areas of the State
Capital Gain Tax (Individuals Only)
• Market Taxes and Levies where State finance is involved
Stamp Duties on instruments executed by individuals
• Land use charge, where applicable
Pool Betting, Lotteries Gaming and Casino Taxes
• Entertainment Tax, where applicable
Road Taxes
• Environmental (Ecological) fee or Levy
Business premises registration fee in respect of urban and • Mining, milling and quarrying fee
rural areas which includes registration fees and per annum • Hotel, Restaurant or Event Centre Consumption Tax, where
for the renewals as fixed by each state
applicable

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Animal Trade Tax, where applicable
Produce Sales Tax, where applicable
Slaughter or Abattoir fees, where applicable
Infrastructure Maintenance Charge or Levy, where applicable
Fire Service Charge
Property Tax, where
Economic Development Levy, where applicable
Social Services Contribution Levy, where applicable
Signage and Mobile Advertisement, jointly collected by
State and Local Government

North East

Adamawa

•
•
•
•

PAYE
Withholding tax
Signage
Signage & advert
Right of way

PAYE
Withholding tax
Bauchi

Borno

• PAYE
• Withholding tax
• Right of way

•
•
•
•

PAYE
Withholding tax
Signage & advert
Right of way

Gombe

Taraba

PAYE
Withholding tax
Right of way

• PAYE
• Withholding tax
• Right of way

Yobe

Data sources: CFRN1999, NBS, SBM Intelligence
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Taxes in states
North Central

Benue

•
•
•
•
•
•

PAYE
Withholding tax
Signage & advert
Right of way
Road tax
Developmental level
Environmental fee
• Mining, milling and
quarrying fee

• PAYE
• Right of way
• Signage & advert

Kogi

Data sources: CFRN1999, NBS, SBM Intelligence
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Kwara

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

PAYE
Withholding tax
Signage & advert
Right of way

PAYE
Withholding tax
Convulsion fees
Right of way
Fibre ROW
renewal

Nasarawa

Niger

• PAYE
• Tenement rate
• business premises
fees
• Radio &TV per
office
• Right of way

• PAYE
• Mobile advert
(Suleja)
• Withholding tax
• Signage & advert
• Right of way

Plateau

Abuja

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PAYE
Withholding tax
Tenement rate
Ground rent (2 offices)
Radio &TV
Signage and advert
Parking permit
Right of way		
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Taxes in states
North West

Jigawa

• PAYE
• Withholding tax
• Right of way

• PAYE
• Withholding tax
• Right of way

Kaduna

Data sources: CFRN1999, NBS, SBM Intelligence
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Kano

•
•
•
•
•

• PAYE
• Withholding tax
• Signage & Advert

PAYE
Withholding tax
Sanitation fees
Tenement for LGAs
Ground rent & LUCs
(2 offices)
• Signage & Advert
• Right to way

Katsina

Kebbi

•
•
•
•
•
•

• PAYE
• Withholding tax
• Right to way

PAYE
Withholding tax
Sanitation fees
Tenement rate
Right of way
Signage & advert

Sokoto

Zamfara

• PAYE
• Withholding tax
• Fibre ground rent
(per state)
• Right of way

• Radio/TV (2)
• Annual admin levy
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Taxes in states
South East

•
•
•
•

Abia

•
•
•
•
•
•

PAYE
Withholding tax
Radio and TV
Noise polution
Land use charge
Tenement rate (1 office)

• PAYE
• Signage & advert
• Right to way

Ebonyi

PAYE
Telecom tax
withholding tax
Ground rent and LUC
(2 offices)
• Waste management
Signage & advert
• Right of way

• Signage & advert
• PAYE
Anambra

Enugu

Imo

•
•
•
•

PAYE
Withholding tax
Tenement rate (1 office)
Pest control/fumigation
(8years levies)
• Right of way

• Signage & advert

Data sources: CFRN1999, NBS, SBM Intelligence
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Taxes in states
South South

Akwa Ibom

• PAYE
• Tenement rate
• Right of way

•
•
•
•

PAYE
Withholding tax
Right of way
Signage & advert

Bayelsa

Cross River

•
•
•
•
•

PAYE
withholding tax
infrastructure levy
Sanitation fees
Tenement rate
(1 office)
• Signage & advert
• Right of way

• PAYE
• Withholding tax
• Business premises
fees
• Effluent/pollution
• Tenement rate
(1 office)
• Signage & advert
• Right of way

Delta

Edo

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• PAYE
• Withholding tax
• Tenement rate (1
office)
• Signage & advert
• Right of way

PAYE
Withholding tax
Tenement rate (5 offices)
Business premises fees
Developmental fees (state wide)
Signage & advert
Right of way
Parking permit

Rivers

Data sources: CFRN1999, NBS, SBM Intelligence
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2021

2017

217

Taxes in states
South West

Ekiti

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PAYE
LUC (1 office)
Reinstatement
LUC (8 offices)
Radio and TV (11 offices)
Business premises fees
Annual Admin levy
Signage and advert
Parking permits (8 offices) Ogun
Road tax, developmental level
Environmental fee

• PAYE
• Signage & Advert
• Right of way

Lagos

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

PAYE
Withholding tax
LUC (1 office)
Right of way
Signage & advert

PAYE
Withholding tax
LUC (1 office)
Radio & TV
Ondo
Planning permit per
BTS
• Right of way
• Mobile advertising

Osun

• PAYE
• Withholding
tax
• Infrastructure
inspection (per
site)

• PAYE
• Radio &TV (3 offices)
• Business premises fees

Oyo

Data sources: CFRN1999, NBS, SBM Intelligence
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There are also sector-specific taxes and levies such
as the Annual Operating Levy paid to the Nigerian
Communications Commission (NCC) by all holders
of licences issued by the regulator, the National
Cybersecurity Fund, the National Information
Technology Development Fund (NITDF) Levy and
Right of Way charges.
However, the real challenge is with states who rely
on laws such as the Taxes and Levies (Approved List
for Collection) Act 1998 Act No. 21, Cap T2 Laws of
Federation 2004 and the Nigerian Communications
Act 2003 which recognises that operators may require
state and or local government approvals in erecting or
maintaining network facilities to impose various levies
and taxes on telecommunications companies.
For example, in Kogi State, telecommunications
companies are made to pay up to 41 levies by the
state government, including levies such as annual
right of way renewal; social services contribution;

12

employee economic development levy; mast site
premises renewal; fire service yearly renewal;
payment of environmental levy; failure to submit an
environmental impact assessment report; failure to
register industry; failure to submit environmental
audit report every two years; storage of petroleum
products and radioactive materials without written
permission from the Kogi State Environmental
Protection Board; failure to comply with setbacks to
roads, power lines, and rivers/streams; and dumping
of toxic or hazardous substances or hazardous
substances or harmful waste without Kogi State
Environmental Protection Board approval.
In the case of Right of Way fees, states have continued
to insist on a right to demand and receive Right of
Way (RoW) for federal highways, bridges and similar
infrastructure running through their states based on
their interpretation of the Supreme Court decision in
Attorney General of Lagos State and Ors v Attorney
General of the Federation & Ors where the court
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affirmed the right of the states to regulate physical
planning and development control of land within
their states.
This is notwithstanding the fact that RoW fees might
have already been paid to the federal government for
access to federal highways. This is further complicated
by the fact that there are frequent disputes between
the Federal Ministry of Works and the National Inland
Waterways Authority (NIWA). The latter demands
RoW fees on bridges and other infrastructure
built by the former, and on which the former has
already charged RoW fees, on the grounds that such
infrastructure passes over waterways over which it
has jurisdiction. Added to the mix is the fact that
State Waterways Authorities often bill for the same
routes as NIWA. This means that to install network
infrastructure on bridges running across federal
highways, operators might be required to pay ROW
fees to the Federal Government, State Government,
NIWA and State waterways authorities.
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Despite the fact that the Taxes and Levies (Approved
Rates for Collection) Act, 1998 provides the taxes
and levies to be collected by the various tiers of
government, these incidences of multiple taxation
and tax regulations evidence the disregard of the
provisions of the above Act. These acts culminate in
the imposition of excessive taxes and levies in the
following ways (a) illegal taxes and levies (b) High
or excessive tax demand when the tax is legal; (C)
assessment and determination of taxes and levies (d)
illegal enforcement and extra-judicial activity and (e)
unwarranted legislation.

a.

Illegal Taxes and Levies:

Although The Taxes and Levies (Approved rates
for collection) Act 1998 provides a list of taxes and
levies to be collected by all tiers of government,
state governments routinely impose taxes and
levies outside the list in a bid to shore up revenues.
In some cases, these taxes and levies are not even
backed by any extant laws. For instance, in 2009, the
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Imo State Ministry of Petroleum and Environment
introduced an Environmental Audit Review and
Certification Fee of ₦30,000 per site without the
backing of any known law in spite of the statutory
responsibility for the conduct of an Environmental
Audit under the Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA) Act being vested with the Federal Ministry of
Environment (FME) or the enforcement agency, the
National Environmental Standards and Enforcement
Regulations Agency (NESREA).

b.

High or Excessive Tax Demand:

Where the taxes or levies are legal, the amount
demanded is typically high and arbitrary without
recourse to the provisions of law. Increases are also
usually imposed annually or otherwise, without a
known parameter for their determination.

c.
		

Assessment and Determination
of Taxes and Levies:

Due to a lack of capacity of state internal revenue
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services to properly identify potential taxpayers
and assess their tax liabilities, state governments
routinely use consultants who offer such services and
promise to deliver an increased internally generated
revenue in the short-term. These consultants are
typically paid a percentage of what they are able to
generate. Unfortunately, this leads to situations where
consultants conjure up arbitrary taxes and levies
without proper assessment which are summarily
imposed upon telecommunications services in their
locale.

d.
Illegal Enforcement and
		Extra-Judicial Activity:
Quite often, the collection of taxes and levies, legal or
illegal, is usually done by applying unsophisticated
methods which include arbitrary site or office
closures, physical attacks, intimidation and arrest
of personnel, threats, and seizure of equipment,
among others. Several states across the country have
employed and continue to exploit this approach to

States of Mind: Inside Nigeria’s Subnational Fiscal Crisis

extract taxes and levies from Telecommunications
Operators, often denying the affected operators
access to their facility sites for routine maintenance
and fueling which expectedly results in network
outages, congestion and exacerbation of quality
of service challenges as facilities run out of fuel or
are otherwise prevented from carrying out routine
maintenance or fault rectification4.

e.

Unwarranted Legislation:

While governments at the state and local levels
are vested with the authority to exercise powers
within their locale, the Law places a limitation on
such powers - to the extent that where a federal
legislation has covered the field, a state or local
government can no longer legislate on the same
issue and where they insist on doing so, it is typically
declared illegal. A good example is the Lagos State
Infrastructure Maintenance and Regulatory Agency

4
5

(LASIMRA) Law 2004. The Agency sought to regulate
telecommunications infrastructure in Lagos State and
was ultimately declared illegal by the Federal High
Court when telecom operators challenged the powers
of the Agency. In that case, the Court noted that it
was obvious that the main aim for the enactment of
the LASIMRA was to generate revenue for the Lagos
State Government by taxing the Telecoms Operators
indirectly, but added that since Telecommunications
Operations is under the Exclusive Legislative List
and seeing that no state government can make any
law which is supposed to be made by the National
Assembly, it declared the powers of the Agency to
regulate the telecoms operators null and void5.

Jaiyeola, T. (2022) Telcos warn of disruptions in 11 states over Kogi’s clampdown | Punch Nigeria
Amanze-Nwachuku, C. (2006) Lagos state loses case against telecom operators | Balancing Act
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ECONOMIC
IMPACT OF
MULTIPLE
TAXATION

A clear impact of multiple taxation of telecommunications companies
is the degradation of network quality. This mostly occurs when state
authorities, in a bid to enforce compliance in payment of taxes, lock
up the facilities of telecom operators, deny them access to their sites
for refuelling, maintenance or fault resolution.
The lockouts are quite often targeted at large sites, which effectively
paralyses a good section of the network, causing complete network
outage for the affected communities over an area that could stretch
across as many as two or more adjoining states. It is instructive to
remark that the impacts of such network outages are not restricted
to the affected telecommunications’ network but could indeed
spread to others as affected customers switch to other network
providers when they are unable to enjoy service from their current
network providers. This often leads to congestion of the network and
deficiencies in other quality of service.
For example, telecommunications operators in Kogi State warned
that the shutting down of their sites by the Kogi State government in
a bid to force operators to pay more taxes and levies could lead to a
communications blackout in as many as 11 states6.

Jaiyeola, T. (2022) Telcos warn of disruptions in 11 states over
Kogi’s clampdown | Punch Nigeria
6
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The reason for this is because telecommunications infrastructure
is a web of interconnected elements, which means that failures on
one service provider’s network will often unduly burden, congest
or otherwise compromise service quality and availability on other
networks, negatively affecting users on the other networks. While
it has not happened in Nigeria, a domino effect of such network
disruption has brought down the national network in some countries,
leading to disastrous socio-economic consequences.
Another economic impact of these multiple taxations is that it
impedes the achievement of broadband rollout targets across the
country. The Nigerian National Broadband Plan 2020 - 2025 estimates
that 4G coverage (currently the highest level of telecommunications
service available) is at 37% and has a target of achieving a coverage of
at least 90% of the population and penetration rate of 70% by the end
of the plan’s lifetime and delivering data download speeds of about
25Mbps in urban areas and 10Mbps in rural areas. It also estimates that
for every 10% increase in broadband penetration, there is an increase in
the country’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) by 2.6-3.8 percent, making
this an economically important plan7.

State governments
often lock telcos
out of their
facilities in a bid
to collect various
taxes. Oftentimes
this leads to a
degradation of
network quality

NCC (2019) Nigerian National Broadband Plan 2020 – 2025

7
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However, the conflict over who is entitled to collect
Right of Way charges along certain infrastructure,
with both state and federal governments often
insisting on collection of these charges continues to
create problems for telecommunications companies.
This is further worsened by the exorbitant Right of
Way charges in numerous states which represents
a huge upfront cost for telecommunications
companies. Although the National Economic Council
agreed on a uniform Right of Way charge of ₦145 per
linear metre of fibre as far back as in 2013, numerous
states have disregarded this agreement and have
increased these charges by as high as 1,200 percent8.
While the Minister of Communication and Digital
Economy, Isa Pantami had issued a directive in 2019
to state governments to reduce the charges on
telecommunication operators across the federation,
some states as of year 2020 still maintain high
Adepetun, A., Onyedika-Ugoeze, N. (2020) Federal Government urges
states to honour RoW agreements | The Guardian Nigeria News
8

ROW charges (N) per linear metre in states
Despite a directive issued by communications minister, Isa Pantami in 2019 to state
governments to reduce the charges on telecommunication operators across the country,
some states still maintain high charges, particularly in regards to Right Of Way. According to
the NCC, Osun State has the highest RoW charge of N6,850 per linear metre.
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Data source: NCC
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charges, particularly in regards to ROW. Osun state,
according to the NCC9 has the highest RoW charge of
₦6,850 per linear metre followed by Lagos state with
₦6,263, Ogun state ₦5,351, Kwara state, among others
charge telecom operators ₦5,500 per linear metre.
This is part of reasons there is still shortage of
broadband access across the country. Network
operators have to dig up roads and lay optic fibre
cables to increase broadband access. They cannot
install such hardware without a RoW approval from
state governments. However, even when granted
approvals, RoW fees are way too high in most of the
Nigerian states, particularly in the South (Western)
part of the country. It is expensive to lay cables, which
has made broadband penetration to be a problem,
and have forced operators to limit their investments
in cable laying across the country.

While RoW is a source of revenue for state
governments, the big picture is that if any of these
states reduce the fees, they may attract telcos
to make a significant broadband investment.
Unfortunately, reverse is the case. The high cost of
laying fibre optic cables combined with uncertainty
has contributed to the slow pace of telecoms
infrastructure development and penetration, and
by extension, to the slow pace of mobile financial
inclusion across the country.
While states see these Right of Way charges as an
opportunity to increase their revenues, these are
huge costs to the telecommunications companies
especially as the key states with a significant market
for broadband internet in Nigeria are about four:
Lagos, Rivers and Kano States and the Federal Capital
Territory. This means that these states are subsidising
the cost of the internet for the rest of the country.

NCC (2020) A compendium of taxes, levies and fees by state governments on telecoms operators in Nigeria
and its effect on the national digital economy agenda
9
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Although the multiple taxations have significant impact on the
telecommunications sector specifically and the economy generally,
they are also a symptom of two major problems:

POSSIBLE
SOLUTIONS

First, the taxes and levies that state governments have access to. By
a combination of the Taxes and Levies (Approved List for Collection)
Act 1998 Act No. 21, Cap T2 Laws of Federation 2004 and the Exclusive
Legislative List of the 1999 Constitution, state governments are limited
to collect only personal income taxes, capital gains and withholding
taxes by individuals, stamp duties on instruments executed by
individuals, road taxes and a motley of property taxes.
However, taxes such as those from company incomes, value-added
tax on goods and services, petroleum-related taxes and mining
taxes and royalties accrue in full to the federal government. This is
important because the bulk of the country’s revenues come from
these taxes (including customs duties), thus giving the federal
government an outsized advantage in generating revenue over
the states and making the states ever more dependent on federal
allocations.
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This ties in with the second major problem: the limited capacity of
state governments to properly assess and collect taxes in their domain,
worsened by their over concentration on the formal sector which
forms only at most 40% of the country’s economy10 with the rest of
the economy being informal. The informal economy is estimated
to account for about 56% of Nigeria’s GDP; however, the inability of
governments to properly tax it led to tax revenue losses of about ₦3.5
trillion in 201811.
The reasons for an informal economy include high taxation and
high compliance cost in the informal sector, the cost of adhering to
government regulations and legislations (e.g. incorporating companies
is time-consuming and tasking), weak institutions and rule of law, and
the high unemployment rate in the country which makes it easier
for the labour force to migrate to the informal economies for their
livelihoods.
Repeated attempts by tax authorities to tax the informal sector
have not been successful due to challenges including the lack of

An improved tax
collection capacity
will benefit the
states. If states
do not improve
on their tax
assessment and
collection capacity,
they are likely to
continue to lose
billions in potential
revenue or create
confusion due to
the over-taxation
of goods and
services.

Olubiyi, T. (2021) Informal economy: A hidden engine of growth | The Guardian Nigeria News
Tonuchi, J.E., Idowu, P. (2020) How large is the size of Nigeria’s informal economy?

10
11
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information on businesses in the sector, lack of
documentation and proper regulation.

are only constrained to comply with the threat of

Although tax authorities struggle with tax compliance

The inability of government agencies to properly

with the informal sector, it does appear that

assess and collect taxes from the informal sector

businesses in the informal sector pay taxes, often to

makes state governments to focus on the relatively

an agency on a more frequent basis (daily, rather than

small formal sector due to the ease of taxation to

monthly or yearly) and with the taxes forming a larger

generate revenues. This inevitably leads to multiple

proportion of their incomes in the same time period

taxes and levies on these formal sector companies

compared to taxes on the formal sector.

such as the telecommunication companies.

This was made apparent in an August 2021 report

As a result of this inability to tax the informal sector

by SBM Intelligence, ‘Under the Hood: A Look Into

by government agencies through proper assessment

Taxation in Nigeria’s Informal Sector’

and collection, state governments tend to

12

which showed

force or loss.

that this taxation is often by non-state actors who
extract these taxes before and irrespective of whether

It is thus critical that state governments expand their

the payer makes any money. In most cases, the payers

tax nets as well as improve their capacity to assess

get little benefit from these non-state collectors and

and collect taxes on economic activities in their

SBM Intelligce (2021) A Look into Taxation in Nigeria’s Informal Sector
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domains. This is especially important as it is likely that

This will also benefit the states when constitutional

the collection of value-added taxes will move from the

amendments are undertaken to shift collection of

federal government to the state governments based

taxes currently exclusive to the federal government

on a lawsuit filed by the Rivers State Government

either in full or part to the state governments. These

challenging the power of the Federal Inland Revenue

constitutional amendments are increasingly likely

Service to collect value-added tax. This lawsuit is

considering the possible successes of the lawsuit on

currently at the Court of Appeal after the Federal

collection of value-added taxes and the current process

High Court upheld the prayer of the Rivers State

of constitutional amendment that will shift some items

Government to declare as illegal the power of the

from the Exclusive Legislative List to the Concurrent

Federal Inland Revenue Service to collect value-added

Legislative List. Although these are not items that

taxes.

are concerned with revenue generation, it will give
confidence to proponents of restructuring to push

If states do not improve on their tax assessment and

on items of revenue generation that are among the

collection capacity, they are likely to continue to lose

thorniest of constitutional powers.

billions in potential revenue with regards to valueadded taxes, or create confusion due to overtaxation
of goods and services. An improved tax collection
capacity will benefit the states in terms of collecting
personal income taxes and property taxes as well.
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ABOUT SBM
SBM Intelligence is an Africa focused geopolitical research and strategic
communications consulting firm focused on addressing the critical need
for political, social, economic and market data, and big data analytics.
We employ various methods of data collection. Our Data Collection
Methodology team advises on data collection methods for all ONS social
and business surveys. With clients both within the business and the
wider government community, we aim to provide expert advice on data
collection procedures and carry out research leading to improvements in
survey quality.
Since 2013, we have provided data analytics and strategic communication
solutions to clients across various sectors in Nigeria, Ghana, the Ivory Coast,
Kenya, South Africa, the UK, France and the United States.

